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This month’s member spotlight is David Emery. David is Professor of Veterinary
Parasitology at Sydney University where his work focusses on livestock pathogens but
harbours a lifelong interest in entomology.
For this edition, I’ve included a few photographs of insects feeding on glory pea
(Gompholobium grandiflorum), common sighting in early spring.
We continue providing hyperlinks to entomological stories and research that may be of
interest to members.
Kind Regards
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Member Profile
Prof David Emery DVSc.
Veterinary immunologist and parasitologist at the Sydney School of Veterinary Science and
Fellow of the Australian Society for Parasitology. Key research interests are the integration
between pathogen components important for immunity and formulating these into vaccines
and control measures for livestock. I have entertained entomological interests as a
consuming hobby since a kid, raising caterpillars, mantids and water fauna to observe
metamorphoses. I admit a particular penchant for cicadas and their ecology, which has
evolved into a family affair to catch and describe cicada species, record sightings and songs
on databases and place specimens into Museum collections.
https://orcid.org/0000-0003-2722-6854
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New Entomological Research
(Right Click on the titles (or CTRL Right Click) to see the full articles)
Astonishing Experiment Shows Bumble Bees “Play” With Objects
Bumble bees play, according to new research
published in the journal Animal Behaviour. It is the
first time that object play behavior has been shown in
an insect, adding to mounting evidence that bees may
experience positive ‘feelings’. Numerous experiments
were set up by a team of researchers, who were led
by scientists from Queen Mary University of London,
to test their hypothesis. They showed that bumble
bees went out of their way to roll wooden balls repeatedly despite there being no apparent
incentive for doing so.
Insects Can Produce As Much Atmospheric Electric Charge as a Thunderstorm Cloud
Researchers measured the electrical fields near
swarming honeybees and discovered that insects can
produce as much atmospheric electric charge as a
thunderstorm cloud. This type of electricity helps shape
weather events, aids insects in finding food, and lifts
spiders up in the air to migrate over large distances. The
research demonstrates that living things can have an
impact on atmospheric electricity. The study was
published in the journal iScience on October 24. “We
always looked at how physics influenced biology, but at some point, we realized that biology
might also be influencing physics,” says first author Ellard Hunting, a biologist at
the University of Bristol. “We’re interested in how different organisms use the static
electric fields that are virtually everywhere in the environment.”
‘Massive’: Gross issue La Nina is causing
Australians should be on the lookout for rising insect numbers as
the troublesome bugs are thriving in the country’s wild
torrential conditions. Data released by online tradie
marketplace hipages earlier this month revealed the number of
jobs related to termites and cockroaches had exploded by 175
per cent and 128 per cent respectively over the last year. This
was accompanied by other bugs, wasps (581 per cent), ants (275 per cent) and fleas (150
per cent), also popping up in larger numbers. The severity of these infestations also
increased, with more Australians worried about the large number of bugs wriggling around
and the damage that could be done to their homes.
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Termites thriving under consecutive La Niñas, cockroach and spider populations to spike
as hot weather kicks in
A Brisbane pest exterminator says he has never
seen so many termite infestations, with the
pest enjoying the perennial dampness caused
by consecutive La Niña weather systems.
The wood-munching menaces' activities slowed
when Queensland was under drought
conditions, but with and consistent rain for the
last two years, they are back with a vengeance
and threatening properties. "Termites have
exponentially increased in the past two years," said Gavin Shill, who runs a pest
extermination business. "I've been doing this for nearly 23 years and I've never seen it this
bad in terms of termites." Mr Shill said his company had been carrying out more "active
treatments" — dealing with infestations that have already taken hold rather than
preventative measures — than ever before.
Do spiders hear? Some can use their webs to detect sound.
Imagine a tasty bug landing on the web of a hungry
spider. How does the spider detect its prey? Spiders
don’t have ears like we do, and many have poor
eyesight. But they can sense vibrations, like those
that happen when an unlucky insect touches their
webs. And instead of eardrums, spiders hear using
tiny, sensitive hairs that move in response to sounds.
Scientists recently learned that spiders can pick up
sounds in another way: through their webs. “It’s
basically using the web as the ear,” said Ron Miles, a professor of mechanical engineering at
Binghamton University who researches acoustics (the study of sound) and vibrations. In a
new study, Miles and his co-authors found that spiders responded to sounds played near
their webs.
Gene-Edited Butterfly Mutants Reveal Secrets of Ancient “Junk” DNA
According to new research, butterfly wing patterns have
a basic plan to them, which is manipulated by noncoding regulatory DNA to create the diversity of wings
seen in different species. A new study explains how DNA
that sits between genes – called ‘junk’ DNA or noncoding regulatory DNA – accommodates a basic plan
conserved over tens to hundreds of millions of years
while at the same time allowing wing patterns to evolve
extremely quickly. “Deep cis-regulatory homology of the
butterfly wing pattern ground plan” was published as the cover story in the October 21 issue
of the journal Science. The research supports the idea that an ancient color pattern ground
plan is already encoded in the butterfly genome and that non-coding regulatory DNA works
like switches to turn up some patterns and turn down others.
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The Australian Museum curator whose beliefs lost him a job, but won him five pounds
from Charles Darwin
Museums are no strangers to controversial exhibits and
questionable collection practices.
But in 1874, when two big burly blokes hustled a man out of
the Australian Museum and chucked him out onto the street,
it marked the end of a particularly spicy chapter of the
institution's history. The evictee was a zoologist named
Gerard Krefft. And how he came to be booted out of the
museum he'd headed for a decade is a story of scientific
squabbles, enormous egos, and Charles Darwin himself. So
who was this Krefft guy? Born Johann Louis Gerard Krefft in northern Germany in 1830,
Krefft migrated to Australia in 1852 where he spent a few years making money in the gold
rush in Victoria. His real passion, though, lay in natural history.
Unlocking the Mystery: How Mosquitoes Smell Humans
Between a variety of mosquito-borne diseases, most
notably malaria, nearly one million deaths each year
can be traced back to simple mosquito bites.
Therefore, curbing the deadly attraction between
mosquitoes and humans is a significant public health
priority. Unfortunately, attempts to do so by
interfering with how mosquitoes pick up our scent
have proven fruitless thus far. Now, an enlightening
new scientific study explains why the mosquito’s s
ense of smell is so difficult to disrupt. The research, published recently in the journal Cell,
reveals an exquisitely complex olfactory system that empowers Aedes aegypti mosquitoes
to specialize in hunting humans and spread viruses such as dengue, Zika, chikungunya, and
yellow fever. Longstanding assumptions about how mosquitoes sense and interpret odors
are upended by data presented in the paper.
Close-up of ant's face looks like something out of a horror movie
That's not one of Tolkien's orcs straight out
of Middle Earth — it's just what ants look
like when you get up close and personal
with them. The snapshot of an ant's face,
magnified five times under a microscope,
was submitted to the 2022 Nikon Small
World Photomicrography Competition by
Lithuanian wildlife photographer Eugenijus
Kavaliauskas. The competition celebrates
the art of microscope photography, which
allows people to capture details the human
eye cannot see.
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9 stunning pictures of the microscopic realm
Nikon’s Small World Photomicrography
Competition celebrates the beauty of what we
cannot see—unless we have the help of extreme
magnification. The contest, which has been running
for nearly 50 years, is open to anyone with an eye for
the minuscule and a microscope. This year’s winning
images include moth eggs stacked in a column, a
Moth eggs
hump of slime mold, and a slice of crystallized
dinosaur bone. The first-place photo (above) is the
foot of an embryonic lizard—helsuma grandi, a Madagascar giant day gecko—created by
Grigorii Timin at the University of Geneva under the supervision of biologist Michel
Milinkovitch. Hundreds of images, representing 200 gigabytes of data, were stitched
together to show nerves (in cyan), bones, blood cells, and other tissues. Even though the
foot is only about 3 millimeters long, acquirin g all those images took more than two days,
Timin said in a news release.
Meet the stink bugs
Stink bugs. Can’t live with ’em, can’t keep ’em from
squeezing into your cottage and stinking up the
joint. Well, you can. It just might take a little work.
Fall is stink bug season. At least, that’s when you’re
likely to notice them. As the temperatures drop,
stink bugs—North America has more than 250
different species—start to move indoors…
sometimes right into your cottage. “Lots of insects
overwinter in the adult stage, which means that
when the weather starts to get colder, they have to find places to spend the cold weather,”
says Bob Anderson, an entomologist at the Canadian Museum of Nature. Great for the stink
bug. Not so great for you.
New research suggests why mosquitoes are more attracted to some people than others
It's the perennial debate of the summer barbecue why do mozzies enjoy the taste of some people so
much more than others? Now, some new research
claims it has the answer. And it turns out it might
literally come down to chemistry. Researchers from
Rockefeller University in the US tested mosquito
attraction to human skin odour to try to establish a
common link between the people that were
"exceptionally attractive or unattractive" to mosquitoes. "Chemical analysis revealed that
highly attractive people produce significantly more carboxylic acids in their skin em
anations," the study authors said. Even "mutant" mosquitoes who were impaired in their
ability to analyse human skin were able to differentiate between attractive and
unattractive people.
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Career Advancement Slower for Women in Entomology
Women pursuing careers in entomology face
persistent challenges in obtaining jobs compared to
men, according to a new study analyzing career tracks
of recent entomology doctoral graduates. Among
entomologists obtaining Ph.D.s between 2001 and
2018, significantly more men than women held
industry positions as technical representatives and
research scientists as of 2021. Across job categories,
women outpaced men only in nonfaculty university
positions. Meanwhile, men published significantly more research articles than women
during their graduate programs and then went on to attain higher measures of publishing
volume and influence. Entomologist Karen Walker, Ph.D., retired from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, conducted the
analysis, published October 12 in the Annals of the Entomological Society of America. She
says these findings should be cause for concern for university entomology programs that
seek to be drivers of opportunity for a diverse crop of aspiring professionals in STEM
(science, technology, engineering, and math) fields.
Study here
Longitudinal Career Survey of Entomology Doctoral Graduates Suggests That Females Are
Disadvantaged in Entomology Job Market
The Case of the Disappearing Urban Entomologists
As a generation of high-profile entomologists retires from
leading universities, who will replace them to perform this
essential work? With the possible exception of age-defying
quarterback Tom Brady, a changing of the guard occurs in
every profession. It’s simply a matter of time. And while one
of the greatest players in the history of the NFL may have
unlocked the secrets of the “Fountain of Youth,” even Brady’s
time will come. That time, however, already may have arrived
for the structural pest control industry, and specifically, the
field of urban entomology, which has seen a mass exodus of
high-profile industry figures who have devoted their
professional lives to supporting P MPs with valuable pest
identification services, groundbreaking research and countless continuing education
opportunities, enhancing the professionalism of the industry in the process. A partial list of
relatively recent retirees reads like a “Who’s Who” of urban entomology: Philip Koehler,
University of Florida; Michael Rust, University of California, Riverside; Susan Jones, The Ohio
State University; Michael Potter, University of Kentucky; Shripat Kamble, University of
Nebraska; Vernard Lewis, University of California, Berkeley; Roger Gold, Texas A&M
University; Gary Bennett, Purdue University; and Patricia Zungoli, Clemson University.
"The list goes on and on,”.
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Different types of ants
Hello young readers!
We hope you enjoyed our first post on understanding the
ant parts. Are you ready for our next post? We are thrilled
to present different types of ants today. When you
venture out into your backyard, park or forest, what kind
of ants do you see? Can you look around carefully this
time? Did you notice they are not just black or red ants?
There are a variety of ants whose names can be something
like Bulldog ants or Army ants or leaf-cutting ants. Have
you wondered how do they look like, and how they get
their name? Here we go, let’s peek into the world of ants found across different continents
and see what kind of ants you come across in your neighborhood.
Table of Contents:
1. Ants found in Africa
2. Ants found in Asia
3. Ants found in Australia
4. Ants found in Central and South America
5. Ants found in Europe and North America
6. Word find ant puzzle
Bumbling invaders 'hyper-reproductive' in Tasmania
Researchers are attaching radio transmitters
to bumblebee queens in Tasmania's far
south to learn how they could be interacting
with native species, and to test the limits of
insect-tracking technology. Queen bees are
captured while foraging for nectar, then
chilled in a freezer to allow for 3D-printed
saddles to be glued to their backs and fitted
with 0.18-gram radio transmitters. As they
defrost — a sensation the bees, native to Europe, North America and parts of Asia are
accustomed to — they are released back into the wild and tracked using a radio receiver for
five days before the saddles come off. Western Sydney University (WSU) post-doctoral
researcher James Makinson said similar technology had been used for years to track small
migratory birds and mammals, but this was the first time it had been used for insects.
The weirdest and wildest mating rituals in the animal world, from bed bugs to giraffes
Have you ever wondered which animals get freakiest
between the sheets? The answer to that is, literally,
probably bed bugs. But what about octopus? Why
do lobsters shoot urine from their faces? And what is
"penis fencing"? If these are the questions keeping
you up at night, read on.
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Tracing a possible origin of animal pollination
An international team of researchers including
Florian Etl and Jürg Schönenberger from the
University ofVienna, Stefan Dötterl and Mario
Schubert from the University of Salzburg, and
Oliver Reiser and Christian Kaiser from the
University of Regensburg, have for the first time
succeeded in providing evidence for an important
hypothesis on the evolution and diversity of animal
pollination. The hypothesis states that insect
flower pests can become useful pollinators during
the course of evolution. Botanists call this "
antagonist capture," meaning that plants are able
to turn a harmful insect into a pollinator through
evolutionary adaptations in their flowers or
inflorescences. This theory has now been
confirmed for the first time in Syngonium hastiferum, an aroid plant (arum family, Araceae)
from Costa Rica. The investigation, which also brought to light a completely new pollination
system and a previously unknown flower scent compound, was published in the
journal Current Biology.
Balkan bug: Serbia names insect after tennis ace Djokovic
Scientists in Serbia
said on Friday they
had named a newly
discovered insect
species after tennis
star Novak Djokovic,
due to the bug's
"speed and tenacity". "It is very quick and eats
other small animals," Nikola Vesovic, a professor with
Belgrade University's Faculty of Biology, told AFP. He
described the insect on Instagram as "a specialised, blind,
subter ranean ground be etle (Coleoptera, Carabidae)
found in a pit near the town of Ljubovija" in the west of
the Balkan country. The team of scientists studying the
species named it Duvalius Djokovici after the
Serbian tennis ace due to its speed, tenacity, strength
and elasticity. "It is a predator in its underground
environment, just as Novak is a kind of predator on the
tennis courts," Vesovic explained.
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A large cockroach thought extinct since the 1930s was just rediscovered on a small island
in Australia
In 1887, Australian Museum scientists undertook a
pioneering expedition to Lord Howe Island, a tiny
patch of land off the east coast of Australia. Among
their many discoveries, they recorded “a large Blatta”
– a type of cockroach – under a decaying log. This
was later described as Panesthia lata, the Lord Howe
Island wood-feeding cockroach. P. lata was noted as
being highly abundant , playing a key role in nutrient
recycling,
and presumably a food source for the many birds
on the island. Alas, in 1918 rats arrived on the
island from a shipwreck. By the late 20th centur
y, P. lata could not be found despite extensive
searches over multiple decades, and was
assumed to have gone extinct due to rat
predation. But could it have survived in some
unexplored pocket of the island?

Wax worm saliva rapidly breaks down plastic bags, scientists discover
Enzymes that rapidly break down plastic bags
have been discovered in the saliva of wax worms,
which are moth larvae that infest beehives. The
enzymes are the first reported to break down
polyethylene within hours at room temperature
and could lead to cost-effective ways of recycling
the plastic. The discovery came after one
scientist, an amateur beekeeper, cleaned out an
infested hive and found the larvae started eating
holes in a plastic refuse bag. The researchers said the study showed insect saliva may be “a
depository of degrading enzymes which could revolutionise [the cleanup of polluting
waste]”. Polyethylene makes up 30% of all plastic production and is used in bags and other
packaging that make up a significant part of worldwide plastic pollution. The only recycling
at scale today uses mechanical processes and creates lower-value products.
Oldest known cicada remains tell a story of Australia's history
Fifteen-million-year-old relatives of cicadas have
been found on a farm in New South Wales, in a
discovery that could shed light on Australia's prehistoric ecosystems. University of NSW
palaeontologist Matthew McCurry, a curator at
the Australian Museum, has spent about three
years researching numerous species at McGraths
Flat, near Gulgong, on the Central Tablelands. It all
began when a farmer stumbled across a rock
containing a fossilised leaf. Each time the scientists went back, they found something new,
giving them more insight into the past. Among trapdoor spiders, wasps and a variety of
fish, there sat the first known remains of ancient cicadas in Australia.
www.entsocnsw.org.au
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Slave traders’ names are still stamped on native plants. It’s time to ‘decolonise’ Australia’s
public gardens.
For too long we’ve dismissed Indigenous
knowledge of the natural world. At
Sydney’s botanic garden, signage is starting
to reflect Aboriginal names. Like all botanic
gardens, the Royal Botanic
Garden Sydney is a classic artefact of the
activities that took place during the
colonisation of Australia in the 18th and
19th century. It was established to create a
patch of landscape that mirrored those
found in the United Kingdom, with the aim of “discovering” and documenting the floral
biodiversity of New South Wales (in itself a name reflecting the perspective of those holding
power). Of course, this was powered by the economic driver to find plants that held
potential for new and existing industries – a scenario that was mirrored across Australia and
throughout the world by colonial forces of the time. As a result, the names of effectively all
Australian plants were defined by white – primarily male – botanists, based on the
presumption that they were not known by humans prior to their discovery. Many are
named using Latinised terms to describe various features or locations, and a number are
named after (usually white male) politicians or patrons.
You don’t have to be a cute koala to be an Instagram influencer. Give lizards and bugs a
chance and we’ll like them too
Remember the popularity contests of high school? Often
our athletic, genetically gifted classmates got the most
attention: the school captain, the footy team captain, the
prom queen. But popularity contests don’t just exist in
school. And in the world of conservation, it can be a matter
of survival for the “winners” and “losers”. If we asked you
to list every animal species you can think of, chances are
that list would be full of mammals and birds, with very few
reptiles, fish, amphibians and invertebrates. So why do we
focus so much on some species and so little on others? Our recent study challenges
assumptions that people simply find mammals and birds much more engaging than other
species. When these neglected species were posted to Instagram by wildlife organisations
and researchers, there were no great differences in the likes they attracted. This has
implications for which species we focus on to enlist public support for conservation. A more
complete picture of the wildlife around us would help reduce glaring imbalances in
conservation outcomes.
Stink bugs are spreading across the US due to climate change
The brown marmorated stink bug, which was introduced into
the US from Asia in the mid-1990s, is spreading to more states
as climate change increases temperatures across the nation.
Researchers at Washington State University found changing
weather could increase suitable habitat for the foul-smelling
insect by 70 percent. Although harmless to humans, these
small insects feast on nearly 170 plants including crops,
putting the nation’s agriculture business at risk.
www.entsocnsw.org.au
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Cleaners at Amsterdam gallery ordered to let insects run wild in name of art
No vacuum cleaners and no feather
dusters: that’s the order that has gone out
to cleaning staff at the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam. As part of an exhibition
exploring the changing perceptions of
creepy-crawlies in art and science through
the ages, the national museum of the
Netherlands has been allowing its crevices
and corners to go wild for the last three
months. Julia Kantelberg, assistant curator,
said they had been encouraged by Tomás Saraceno, an Argentinian artist based in Berlin,
whose work is appearing in the show, to treasure the accumulation of spider webs wherever
they may emerge. The webs are being treated, she said, as pieces of art, to be venerated –
for now, at least – as if they were The Night Watch by Rembrandt or The Milkmaid by
Vermeer, two of the museum’s headline masterpieces.
For the love of insects: gardening grows positive emotions (biophilia) towards
invertebrates
As growing urban populations have fewer
chances to experience nature, i.e., ‘the
extinction of experience’, the subsequent loss
of emotional affinities for biodiversity
(biophilia) pose major challenges to
environmental conservation. Gardening, as an
everyday nature interaction and window into
invertebrate ecological functioning may offer
opportunities to develop biophilia. However,
the associations between gardening and biophilia/biophobia towards invertebrates remains
untested. We conducted an online survey (n = 443) with adults in Japan about their nature
and gardening experiences, demographics, and species identification knowledge in relation
to their biophilia (like) and biophobia (dislike, fear, and disgust) towards invertebrates. We
also asked participants about their perceptions of invertebrates as ‘beneficials’ or ‘pests’.
Native Bees: The Best Pollinators for Your Garden
Native bees are the super-pollinators of the
garden! While honey bees have their place, it’s our
native, solitary bees—such as mason bees and leafcutter
bees—which are critical to growing food and
flowers. Learn more about these amazing heroes of
pollination and discover how to bring these docile bees
to your garden. Most of us grew up learning about the
sophisticated social structures of honey bees and
bumblebees, and we’ve come to think that their lifestyle represents all bee behavior. In
reality, the world is home to more than 20,000 species of bees and a whopping 90% of them
do not live together in hives. Instead, most of the world’s bees are solitary, meaning
they live alone. Unlike social bees, each female solitary bee has to gather pollen and nectar,
build nests, and lay eggs all on her own, without the help of hundreds or thousands of
doting workers. Although honey bees tend to get all the credit for keeping our crops going,
native solitary bees are almost two to three times more effective at pollinating!
www.entsocnsw.org.au
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What constitutes a mind? Lars Chittka challenges our perception of sentience with the
smallest of creatures
At the beginning of my research career around 15 years
ago, any suggestion that a bee, or any invertebrate, had a
mind of its own or that it could experience the world in an
intricate and multifaceted way would be met with ridicule.
As Lars Chittka points out in the opening chapters of The
Mind of a Bee, the attribution of human emotions and
experiences was seen as naivety and ignorance;
anthropomorphism was a dirty word. Pet owners eagerly
ascribe emotions to their animals, but the simple brain of a
bee surely could not experience the rich tapestry that is our
existence. They are far too simplistic and robotic, right? Lars Chittka has been researching
honeybees for the past 30 years. The Mind of a Bee is a collection of his research stories. It
also covers the influential figures in bee research and provides a historical perspective on
the research that much behavioural work is built on today.
Termites love global warming – the pace of their wood munching gets significantly faster
in hotter weather
When we consider termites, we may think of
the danger they can pose to our houses once
they settle in and start eating wood. But in
fact, only about 4% of termite
species worldwide are considered pests that
might, at some point, eat your house. In
nature, wood-eating termites play a broad and
important role in warm tropical and subtropical ecosystems. In feeding on wood, they
recycle essential nutrients to the soil and
release carbon back to the atmosphere. Our new research, published today in Science,
quantified for the first time just how much termites love the warmth . The results are
striking: we found termites eat deadwood much faster in warmer conditions. For example,
termites in a region with temperatures of 30℃ will eat wood seven times faster than in a
place with temperatures of 20℃. Our results also point to an expanding role for termites in
the coming decades, as climate change increases their potential habitat across the planet.
And this, in turn, could see more carbon stored in deadwood released into the atmosphere.
Earth harbours 20,000,000,000,000,000 ants – and they weigh more than wild birds and
mammals combined
Have you ever wondered exactly how many
ants live on Earth? Possibly not, but it’s
certainly a question we’ve asked ourselves.
Our research published today provides an
approximate answer. We conservatively
estimate our planet harbours about 20
quadrillion ants. That’s 20 thousand million
millions, or in numerical form,
20,000,000,000,000,000 (20 with 15 zeroes).
We further estimate the world’s ants
collectively constitute about 12 million
www.entsocnsw.org.au
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tonnes of dry carbon. This exceeds the mass of all the world’s wild birds and wild mammals
combined. It’s also equal to about one-fifth of the total weight of humans.
Eminent biologist Edward O. Wilson once said insects and other invertebrates are “the little
things that run the world” – and he was right. Ants, in particular, are a crucial part of nature.
Among other roles, ants aerate the soil, disperse seeds, break down organic material, create
habitat for other animals and form an important part of the food chain. Estimating ant
numbers and mass provides an important baseline from which to monitor ant populations
amid worrying environmental changes.
This common mosquito-borne virus can be deadly — and researchers don’t know enough
about it
For the Laudick family of Greensburg, Indiana, life forever changed on Aug 5, 2013. That was
the day 4-year-old Leah Laudick told her mom, Shelly, that she had a bad headache. Two
days later, Leah was hospitalized nearby with worsening headaches and a slightly elevated
white blood cell count. She slept for most of the day, and by Aug 9 was largely
unresponsive. That day, during her transfer to Peyton Manning Children’s Hospital in
Indianapolis, Leah had her first of several seizures. Doctors were unable to identify her
illness — tests for diseases like meningitis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and herpes
simplex all came back negative. One day later, on Aug 10, Leah’s brain activity stopped.
That evening, she passed away in the arms of her grieving parents. A few months later, the
Laudicks learned from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that an illness called
La Crosse disease, contracted from the bite of a mosquito, had caused Leah’s death.
Photos offer rare look at unique animals lost to history
When photographer Marc Schlossman held an
extinct, dead bird in his hand, he had what he
called a "conversion moment." Standing in the
birds division of Chicago's Field Museum with his
two young sons in 2008, he realized that the
specimen drawer from which the bird was retrie
ved was the only place someone could see the
avian species.
"It was like a punch in the stomach and thinking,
'We've done a lot of damage. What kind of world
do we want to live in? Enough is enough,'" said
Schlossman, who is based in London. The
experience led Schlossman -- who has a
background in environmental and travel
photography -- to ponder why biodiversity loss
was happening so fast, whether it was too late to
do anything about it and, if not, what could be
done? What he uncovered became part of his
new photography book, "Extinction: Our Fragile Relationship With Life on Earth."
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Japanese Scientists Create Remote-Controlled Cyborg Cockroaches
Researchers have engineered a system for
creating remote-controlled cyborg cockroaches,
equipped with a tiny wireless control module
that is powered by a rechargeable battery
attached to a solar cell. Despite the mechanical
devices, ultrathin electronics and flexible
materials allow the insects to move freely.
These achievements will help make the use of
cyborg insects a practical reality. An
international team led by researchers at the
RIKEN Cluster for Pioneering Research (CPR) reported the results today (September 5, 2022)
in the scientific journal npj Flexible Electronics. Scientists have been trying to design cyborg
insects—part insect, part machine—to help inspect hazardous areas and monitor the
environment. For the use of cyborg insects to be practical, however, handlers must be able
to control them remotely for long stretches of time. This entails wireless control of their leg
segments, powered by a tiny rechargeable battery.
Plants are flowering a month earlier – here’s what it could mean for pollinating insects
Plants are flowering about a month
earlier in the UK due to climate change.
That’s according to scientists at the
University of Cambridge, who
recently analysed the first flowering
dates of 406 species and found a link to
warmer temperatures in spring. The
researchers compared the first
flowering dates before and after 1986
and found an average shift of 26 days
earlier in the year. Herbs had the
largest shift (32 days) compared to
shrubs and trees, which may indicate they are more responsive to climate change due to
their shorter time between generations. These new findings are supported by other
scientific research which has consistently found that first flowering dates have shifted over
the past few decades due to rising air temperatures. This could have a significant impact
on interactions within an ecosystem and the “services” those ecosystems provide. For
instance about a fifth of the UK’s crops, either by land area or value, are pollinated by
insects, most significantly bees, yet this service is at risk from climatic warming.
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Photo Corner
All Society member are encouraged to submit any entomological photographs of interest together with a
short (or long) description of your observations.
A small collection of photos showing beetles (Scarabaeidae, Buprestidae) feeding on the petals of
Gompholobium grandiflorum Sm. (Fabaceae). Royal National Park, Heathcote NSW. (Garry Webb)
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